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Part 15 - Friday, April 9 – Kochi
We saw Phil and Susan for the last time in Japan at breakfast, prior to their trip to Narita Airport for their flight back to
Newark. Clare opted to do some more sightseeing in Okayama, while I took a day trip to Kochi, my first visit to the island of
Shikoku. It was overcast when I boarded the dmu that would take me through a series of tunnels and then across the inland
sea on a long causeway, all under wire. The long bridge has two decks, with the upper level carrying automobiles. We soon
left electrified territory and traversed some hills south to Shikoku’s second city. The sky got darker and darker and then it
began to rain.
Upon arrival at Kochi, I spied the streetcar terminal adjacent to the railroad station, and was able to stay under cover while
making my way there. The Pacific Ocean port of Kochi is located north of Tosa Bay, and its downtown is defined by several
rivers that flow into the harbor. Tosa is the historic name for the area and transit in the city is operated by the Toden,* the
privately-owned Tosa Electric Railway. Two unnumbered lines operate in this city of 350,000 and cross at almost a grand
union in the heart of downtown. The shorter one, about 2 miles in length, runs south from the station on double track in the
center of an arterial street to an area sporting a high school and chemical plant. The other line is very long, running eastwest for a distance of almost 14 miles, making Kochi the second longest streetcar system (after Hiroshima) in Japan.
I limited my photography at first, in the hope that the weather would improve, but hour by hour it got worse, with the rain
becoming heavier and heavier. It was extremely fortunate that almost all of the car stops are equipped with shelters. But
that didn’t help me fight the cold, 55-degree temperature. Oddly enough, had I expected this horrible weather, I would have
worn the heavier jacket and raincoat I had brought to Japan.
Most streetcar service is concentrated on the east-west trunk line, which is very busy through the city center, with cars in
each direction running every 4 to 5 minutes along a paved center reservation. A 6-minute frequency is operated on the
north-south line, with some cars turning from the railway station onto the east-west tracks. The long line is extremely
interesting and employs a zone fare system with four outer zones on each end. Two kinds of day tickets are available, one
good only within the city and the other valid for travel throughout the system. Long bridges carry traffic and streetcars across
rivers on both sides of downtown. Had it not been pouring I would have been able to take some good photos of cars
operating on these structures, as well as from some uncovered footbridges in view of the grand union. But that would have
*

Toden is also the nickname of the Arakawa streetcar line in Tokyo, which is operated by the Toei Railway.
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been foolhardy on this day. Oddly enough, on the few occasions when I wandered out from under the canopies at stops,
ladies with umbrellas attempted to hold them over my head.
The western end of the trunk line to Ino is the more interesting, mainly because of its single track. The rails converge just
before the bridge over the Kagami River and then the single track proceeds along the inbound lane of the main street in the
village of Kamobe, where outbound cars fight traffic. Eventually a passing siding is reached where every other car turns
back. What is a 4.5-minute headway in the city center becomes 9 beyond here, and the track soon moves to prw at the side
the road, with occasional forays onto the street. After a few more passing sidings the village of Asakura is reached and
every second car is short turned again. There are no signals along the roadside reservation beyond this point, so in order to
assure blocks are clear, operators exchange batons here and then again at the remaining passing siding. The batons
(actually hoops) for each of the two sections are painted yellow and red respectively, and the headway is every 18 minutes
along this final stretch. This is a quaint operation--almost a rural tramway attached to a city system--and it certainly begs for
further exploration and photography on a nicer day.
The eastern end of the line to is also interesting with both street running and prw beyond the Kokubu River bridge. Along a
lengthy stretch in an industrial valley, the combined rights-of-way of the street and reservation is so narrow that outbound
passengers are released onto the busy arterial road, whose pavement at stops is painted a distinctive green to warn drivers
to be careful of pedestrians boarding and alighting. Further out metal road barriers separate the prw from the street and
there is a short stretch of single track approaching Gomenmachi terminal. With short turns the headway at the end of this
line is every 13 to 14 minutes. Running time along the entire east-west axis is 1 hour 20 minutes.
Kochi’s rolling stock ranges in age from classic cars with doors only at each end (200-series from the early 1950s), through
Peter Witts (600-series) to modern cars, including a 100-percent low-floor Little Dancer (No. 101, called “Heartram”) built by
Alna in 2002. Newer cars on the roster have reverted to the Peter Witt design, but with modern bodies. The traditional cars,
which provide most the service, are painted cream with a blue belt rail culminating at each end into a curved stylish “V.”
There are some cars in advertising regalia, but most carry the company’s color scheme. The newer units are painted in
other liveries.
One of the probable consequences of the weather was the company’s failure to operate portions of its “international” fleet, a
series of at least a half-dozen cars obtained from various properties in Europe. The cars, from cities including Lisbon, Oslo
and Stuttgart, have all been regauged to 3’ 6” for operation. Thus it becomes imperative to visit Kochi on a future trip to
Japan. I returned to Okayama on the 16:13 train, arriving on time at 18:46. We had dinner in an Italian restaurant.
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Photos – Kochi. This city on the island of Shikoku has 2 streetcar lines, one being quite long with single track at
both ends. Wet was the byword of my day in Kochi, effectively eliminating my usual ability to walk along the tracks
to take photos. The rain also appeared to cause the failure of any of the system’s boomer cars from Europe to
operate. Thus these units are conspicuously missing from this series of photos.
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36: Kochi’s carlines cross in the city center. The traditional 200-series cars were built throughout the 1950s.
18: Another downtown view, taken under the protection of a station canopy. The 212 from 1954 has doors at both
ends, while 604, built only four years later, is of the Peter Witt design with front and center doors.
34: The protected station platforms at the railway station. Contrast the front of car 604 (1958) with that of 1002
(1981).
01: The western end of the system is very interesting, with lots of single track running on the far end. Here at
Kamobe every other car is turned back to avoid congestion on the lesser patronized right-of-way through the city’s
rural surroundings.
04: Car 607, painted in an advertising livery, is shown at the trunk line’s single-track eastern terminal at
Gomenmachi.
13: Modern car 2002 in its unique color scheme is shown in downtown Kochi.
09: A 600-series car is shown coming off the Kagami River bridge, en route to Gomenmachi.
11: Car 619 from 1960 operating westbound, rounds a curve just prior to the Kagami River bridge.
05: Tosu Electric has one modern 100-percent low-floor car, No. 101, the Heartram. This “Little Dancer” model, built
by Alna in 2002, is shown operating westbound on the trunk line.
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